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SLATE ACCESSORIES
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UNIVERSAL RIDGE ROLL

CONTINUOUS DRY VERGE

GRP SLATE DRY VALLEY SYSTEM

Modern soaker_L

Modern soaker_R

180

430

Simple and rapidly installed dry fix
system providing 5mm continuous ridge
ventilation. Compatible with fibre cement
slates and ridges.

180

430

Easy-to-install continuous dry fixed verge
system, providing neat weatherproof and
75
durable finish for slates.

Developed to 75
allow the designer freedom
to specify a completely mortar-free roof,
this system utilises the latest GRP technology.
The advanced and unique parabolic gutter
section improves discharge rates without
added
gutter depth.
Edgemere
soaker_R

Edgemere soaker_L

Ridge roll		

MA33010

Verge trim (3m)		
MA42206
Valley trough (3m)		
		
(pack of 8)

MA30578
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IN-LINE SLATE VENTILATOR
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DRY FIX SOAKERS

SLATER’S TUB AND FIXINGS

Plain soaker_L

Plain soaker_R
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0

Ideal for roofs where the normal ventilation
airpath is blocked by valleys, abutments,
hips, dormer windows and firebreaks or party
walls or where it is not possible to incorporate
standard eaves or ridge ventilation.

90

The0Marley range of individual dry soakers
is an easy to install, lightweight and highly
RRSR soaker_L
affordable way to reduce both the material
and labour costs associated
with lead at
90
0
side abutments.

Dry soaker (for both		
In-line slate ventilator		 EU_UNIVSLATEVENT
		 left and right hand)		
380
100

Flexible pipe

MA30480

Slater’s Tub

(pack of 10)

MA30213

Copper
380 disc rivets		MA30211

90

0 (per 1000)

85

Copper nails
MA30212
x 2.65mm)		 (per 1000)

85

In-line slate
EU_INLINESLATEADAP
vent adaptor		

y All the fixings you need in a tub
y Perfectly shaped to sit safely on roof
RRSR soaker_R
y 2000 copper nails (30 x 2.65mm gauge)
y 1000 copper disc rivets
y Complies with BS 5534

100 (30mm

Slate soaker_L

MA39091

Slate hooks
EU_SLATEHOOKS
(150mm
x
3mm)		
(per 500)
Slate soaker_R
Self-sealing screws
EU_SSEALSCREW60BB
(60mm x 14 gauge)		
(per 100)
(Blue/Black)		

UNIVERSAL ROOFING ACCESSORIES
Suitable for use with Marley roofing products
and those of other manufacturers.
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HD DTS/L
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y CONTACT OUR ROOFING
HD DTS/R TEAM ON 01283 722849

